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you have any recommendations, it would be nice to get them. I tried resizing them, and found out that I can't resize the
images in the pdf if I save them as a batch (I tried to resize them in a batch using ghostscript). For now, I did a
workaround which I think can help me. I just made a "gadget" in.bat that will generate a pdf of several images that I
already have in my computer (those are the images in images.mng that are included in the binary package that I have
posted here: images.mng). So I just need to reduce those images in size and use the gadget to generate the pdf of those
images from those images. So I'm guessing the "Lenda dos Mortos Activation Code [Ativador]" is in that binary package.
If so, I am just unaware of what those images are, and where to find them. Anyway, I'll try to reduce them in size and see
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A: I think you are using some kind of obfuscating software to obfuscate the
paths. When obfuscating the paths, the path the path to the index.html file
that is located on the download page is usually obfuscated with the same
obfuscator than the main page. Check if you are using any malware such as
anti-malware solution (no adware or spyware) or other kind of software
that might be interfering with the download file. Q: How to create a
shortcut button in a Swing app? I'd like to create a shortcut icon on the top
toolbar in my swing application, similar to that of the C-Finder in Emacs,
but the process seems to be more complicated than I expected. Are there
any easy shortcuts to achieving this? A: Install a "shortcut" property in your
top-level window class, and then invoke the shortcut when the user clicks
on the "shortcut" mouse icon. E.g. import java.awt.event.*; import
java.awt.*; import javax.swing.*; public class ShortcutTest extends JFrame
{ public ShortcutTest() { setSize( 200, 100 ); setTitle( "Shortcut Test" );
JToolBar toolBar = new JToolBar(); JToolBar.Separator sep = new
JToolBar.Separator(); toolBar.add( sep ); JButton button = new JButton(
"Shortcut" ); JTextField textField = new JTextField( "Caps Lock" );
JRadioButton radioButton = new JRadioButton( "Switch to the next app." );
JRadioButton radioButton2 = new JRadioButton( "Switch to the previous
app." ); sep.add( button ); sep.add( textField ); sep.add( radioButton );
sep.add( 3e33713323
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